
      Where thereʼs Roman thereʼs Brass!

Just how did the cash economy work in Roman Britain? The large number of coins 
uncovered, including some spectacularly large hoards, demonstrate that Britannia was 
quite rapidly absorbed into the Empire-wide money system, a currency union which 
anticipated by 2000 years the Euro. And although coins were circulating in some parts of 
Britain before the conquest, it must have come as quite a culture shock to move from a 
tribal barter economy to one where everything had a monetary value. How was this cash 
system imposed upon the country and down to what level did it reach?

We know that Roman soldiers were paid in cash, some of which was clawed back to pay 
for food and equipment, and perhaps also a contribution for burial. But what then did the 
soldier, stationed at Slack say, do with the money left jangling in whatever he used for  a 
pocket? What opportunities were there for him there then to spend. spend. spend, (golf at 
that time not yet being an option)? Gambling was one possibility, for Roman society was 
obsessed with gaming.  Juvenal, writing in his Satires at the end of the 1st century was 
brutally frank:  ”When was gambling so reckless? Men come now to the hazard of the 
gaming table not with purses, but with a treasure chest beside them.”  But could  the more 
sober and responsible soldier save his money, perhaps to fund his retirement? If so, how? 
Is this one explanation for the many small hoards of coins uncovered throughout the 
country?  Was the Roman army in this country a self-contained cash economy, quite 
separate from what was happening in the wider native economy? (A recent modern 
parallel for this is offered by the American army and air force bases in the UK. Paid in 
dollars military personnel would spend  in American shops, cinemas and restaurants etc 
contained within the base.)

But we know that forts of  every kind always attracted a civilian population, (the vicus) 
whose purpose was, quite literally, to cash in on the money burning a hole in a soldierʼs 
pocket. They offered a wide variety of services to the military, from boots to brothels. How 
was this money thus earned further spent in the wider non-Roman economy? Was there a 
market in land and housing? Could the services of carpenters, stone masons, even 
doctors be bought for cash? What was the going rate for a decent mosaic or a pound of 
apples? In short, was the  cash economy in Roman Britain something which only 
concerned the military and the Romano-British elite, or did it  reach down to every nook 
and cranny in the land? Was it impossible to survive without money in Roman Britain. 
What sort of income was required to survive and was no-one safe from the Roman tax 
collector? Indeed, was cash vital in order to pay the taxes?

Excavations at Richborough fort reveal that coinage was still being imported in the early 
400s when Roman Britain was on its last legs.  What happened to this  economy when the 
connection with the Empire was finally severed? For how long did Roman coinage 
continue to circulate and retain value? And then what happened?

If you can answer some of these questions please feel free to make your own contribution 
to our website.


